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The Visual & Media Studies major requires thirteen courses, at least eight of which must be at the 200-level or above. Courses required for the major include: VMS 202D (Introduction to Visual Culture), VMS 327S (Theories of Visual and Media Studies) and the capstone course VMS 499S (Visual and Media Studies Capstone), as well as ten additional courses to be divided as follows: two courses in visual & media history or art history; two courses in visual & media practice; three Visual and Media Studies electives; and three previously approved cross-listed courses in another department.

Required Courses

_____ VMS 202D (100D) Introduction to Visual Culture
_____ VMS 327S (130) Theories of Visual & Media Studies
_____ VMS 499S (200S) Capstone in Visual & Media Studies

Two courses in visual and media history or art history (you may take both in media history or both in art history or one of each):

_____ VMS 266 (168) "Media History: Old and New"; AND/OR
_____ 200-level & above course in media history (options include, but are not limited to:
VMS 303 (101G), 340 (172), 344 (181), 345 (183) ________________________________

_____ 200-level & above course in art history: ______________________________ ; AND
_____ 200-level & above course in art history: ______________________________

Two courses in visual and media practice

_____ VMS 288 (120E) "Introduction to Web-Based Multimedia Communication" ; AND
_____ 200-level & above course in visual arts practice or digital media production:
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Three VMS electives, taught by AAHVS faculty

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Three previously approved cross-listed courses in any of the departments participating in this major

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________